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The Mexican Workers Confederation (CTM) on Dec. 5 issued a statement rejecting a preliminary
proposal by the National Commission on Minimum Wages (Comision Nacional de Salarios
Minimos, CNSM) to set the ceiling on salary increases during 1994 at 7%. That rate would comply
with terms of the Economic Productivity and Growth Pact (PECE) negotiated in October of this year
for 1994 (see SourceMex, 10/06/93). Under the latest PECE, the minimum wage was linked to the
targeted rate of inflation, which is projected at 5%. The additional 2% on top of the rate of inflation
would be comprised of bonuses linked to productivity increases. However, the CTM expressed
concern that employers and government representatives on the CNSM would agree on the 7% rate
without adequate debate. According to the CTM, the limits on salary increases are severely limiting
the purchasing power of workers, which has declined by a cumulative 60% since 1980. In fact, some
private economists are questioning the government's decision to use 5% consumer price inflation
as a basis for the ceiling on salary increases, since a number of forecasts project that inflation in
1994 will actually run between 7% and 8%. Worker salaries and the minimum wage are expected to
constitute a central theme in Mexico's presidential campaign leading to the election in August 1994.
For example, Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio has already
promised union leaders "more jobs and better salaries" in turn for mobilizing members to vote
for the PRI. On the other hand, opposition candidates Cuauhtemoc Cardenas of the Democratic
Revolution Party (PRD) and Diego Fernandez de Cevallos of the National Action Party (PAN) in
recent weeks have repeated charges that the tight monetary policies of President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari are to blame for the deterioration of purchasing power in Mexico over the past five years.
Salinas has been in office since December 1988. (Sources: Notimex, 12/03/93; Agence France-Presse,
12/05/93)
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